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Our Adventure of May/June 1997 was a trip to several 

nations of Europe with Don and Carol Welch. 

Chapter I 

The basis for my story, being written 20 years following the 

trip, will be remarks I made beside the many (hard copy) pix I 

took during the trip.  I still have every pic (hard copy) in a 

photo album, AND incorporated into the album are professional 

descriptions of various buildings/places, we visited.  

We flew to London, England to begin 

our tour, and if the date system in 

my camera of the day was working 

properly, we take our first pic in 

London on 1997 05 24. That 1st pic 

being Nelson’s Monument, Trafalgar 

Square; pic on left.  Pic below MAY, 

got that, may be of Trafalgar 

Square.  

 

IN London, we had guided tours as 

well as self-guided, i.e. we 

followed instructions.  

I thoroughly enjoyed London as so 

many things resonated with what I had heard, or been taught.   

We went to a Play, Miss Saigon; we rode the Tube; we rode the Double Decker 

Busses, and of course got to see Buckingham Palace.   

Lois and I had made a brief, very brief stop in London on our Transfer to 

Germany in 1956.  I will never forget the response I received when I asked a 

gentleman for directions. He began with “You take the Walking Stair Case to 

the Tube!” >> I am sure he lost me right after “walking stair case”??  
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Not just sure what we did?? Possibly asked someone what a Walking Staircase 

was?? (Give me a break, I had just turned 20. Lol)  

    

 

 

 

NOTE: I will share with you that 

the hard copies of these pix are 
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still available, still in perfect shape as of 2017 06 04. I 

cherish these hard copy pix, and will retain them as a momento.   

 

  

Cannot leave London without riding on the Double Decker Bus.   
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On our first night in London, we took a “Pub tour”. Enroute we 

purchased “Fish and Chips”; they were served in newspaper 

(natch) and were they delicious. We took them on board the Bus.   

This was a Friday Night.  The Pubs were very crowded. As I 

worked (I kid you not, “worked”) my way to the Bar, Lois took 

this pic. Above. That is me with the hair!! Lol   

The Bar Scene (above) was something to remember.  One Club I 

have highlighted is the ANCHOR; a club close to the 

reconstructed Globe Theatre of the Shakespearean era. Just days 

earlier, Hillary Clinton, wife of then President Bill Clinton, 

and wife of Tony Blair (PM of the day), had paid a visit to the 

Theatre, and Her Majesty the Queen had officially opened the 

Theatre the same year, i.e. 1997.    

I am now going to insert 2 pix of a pub which I have described 

as “perhaps the most interesting Pub.  Why? I remember the 

rooms; the old tables and the history of its guests --- patrons.  
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I believe Dickens drank in all of these pubs.  One of pix is of 

the 4 of us: Stan, Lois, Carol, and Don.    

 

We visited the Clink Prison Museum on Clink Street. It is, or 

depicts, the oldest prison in England, c/w torture and 

restraining devices, as well as a “Room for Adults Only”  Guide 

told us just a bit about Chaucer and Canterbury Tales.  

WE took in a live performance at the Theatre Royal; performance 

seen > Miss Saigon (I still have the ticket stubs with the 

album) I have a note indicating how much we enjoyed the Square 

as we exited the Theatre.  I think we all enjoyed London, (note) 

especially as we made our way, by bus, by walking, from 

Leicester Square to St Paul’s Cathedral. ((Carol had a 

“connection” with the Dominion Theatre))    

TO GREENWICH: On Sunday, May 25th, 1997, we took the Underground, 

the double decker Bus, and the DLR (Docklands Light Railroad) to 

Greenwich.  (What an Adventure!!)  We thoroughly enjoyed an 

outside Lunch while in Greenwich.  The island was “crowded” in a 

friendly way (can something be crowded in a friendly 

way?)Pleasing atmosphere; A Great Day.  (My notes; obviously I 

did, WE DID, enjoy the day)  
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   We did just about exactly as the description at the top 

explains, including crossing the Thames, top right.  

COMMENT: I am beginning to realize that I cannot insert ALL OF 

THE PIX I HAVE.  HOWEVER; we will do our best!!  

While Don and Lois sipped coffee in the Docklands, Carol and I 

hiked to catch a glimpse of the “Prime Meridian” – GMT 

(Greenwich Mean Time) Glad we went!!  Even more memorable 

however; is the memory of this “young lady”, below.  Before I 

took her pic, I asked her if it was acceptable. She said it was. 

After I took the pic she asked me to buy her newspaper, which of 

course I did!!  (That pic was “stranger” in 1997, than to-day!!) 
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On the right we have Cutty Sark, 

the last and most famous tea-

clipper, contains 

figureheads and 

relics of the days 

of these tall masted 

many sailed ships.    

On May 26th, 1997, we 

depart England. This 

pic, left, taken 

from the Ferry we 

were on, making our 

way to Calais.   

 

I am going to end this First Chapter of our 1997 Travels. In 

Chapter II we will find ourselves in Berlin.   

SRM writing on 2017 06 04 in Calabogie, ON at Ken’s Chalet.     


